Dynamic behaviour of contact impact forces in strongly nonlinear discontinuous vibroimpact system is studying. Contact impact force is one of the most significant vibroimpact system characteristics. We investigate the 2-DOF vibroimpact system by numerical parameter continuation method in conjunction with shooting and Newton-Raphson methods. We simulate the impact by nonlinear contact interactive force according to Hertz's contact law. This paper is the continuation of the previous works [1, 2] . We have determined the instability zones and bifurcations points for loading curves [1] and frequency-amplitude response [2] under variation of excitation amplitude and frequency. In this paper we investigate the behaviour of contact forces at bifurcation points particularly at discontinuous bifurcation points where set-valued Floquet multipliers cross the unit circle by jump that is their moduli becoming more than unit by jump. It is phenomenon unique for nonsmooth systems with discontinuous right-hand side. We observe also the contact forces increase at nT -periodical multiple impacts regimes. We also learn the change of contact forces behaviour when the impact between system bodies became the soft one due the change of system parameters.
Introduction
Nonlinear problems are arising in many different domains of science and engineering. Often they are modeled using sets of ordinary differential equations with discontinuous right-hand side. For example they are the systems with mechanical impacts, stick-slip motion from friction, electronic switches, hybrid dynamics in control, and genetic networks [3] . Vibroimpact system is one example of such systems. Vibroimpact system is strongly nonlinear one; the set of its motion differential equations contains the discontinuous right-hand side.
Problem formulation. The initial equations
So far as this paper is the continuation of works [1, 2] the problem formulation is the same. We'll repeat it shortly.
We analyze the dynamic behaviour of contact impact forces for discontinuous nonlinear vibroimpact system presuming it is a two-body two-degree-of-freedom one (Fig. 1) . This vibroimpact system is formed by the main body and attached one, and the latter can play the role of percussive or non-percussive dynamic damper. Bodies are connected by linear elastic springs and dampers. The main body is under the effect of periodical external force:
We consider impacts as low velocity elastic collinear collisions without friction. The contact surfaces are smooth curvilinear ones without roughness. Thus real surface geometry in contact zone may be approximated by "Herzian" geometry.
The initial point of x coordinate is chosen in the main body mass center at the moment when all springs are not deformed. The initial distance between bodies at this moment is D. The structure of the system is experiencing transformation during the movement. The reason is its dynamic states modification forced by the impact contacts between elements.
Motion equations of the system have got the form:
where
-contact interaction force, it is simulating the impact and working only during the impact. Initial conditions are:
We considered in detail the impact simulation manner in [34, 35] . To simulate the impact here we use the Hertz's contact interaction force based on quasistatic Hertz's theory [36, 37] :
where (x 1 − x 2 ) is the relative bodies rapprochement due the local deformation in contact zone, H(x 1 − x 2 ) is the Heaviside step function, ν i and E i are respectively Poisson's ratios and Young's modulus for both bodies, A, B and q are the geometry characteristics of contact zone. We consider these surfaces as spherical ones, then
, where R 1 , R 2 are the contact surfaces radiuses. Only local deformations in contact zone are taken into account by the Hertz's theory.
There are works where proposals of different ways for making Hertz formula more precise are given [38] [39] [40] . For instance, at [38] different contact-impact force models for both spherical and cylindrical shape surfaces collisions in multi-body systems were reviewed. Various types of friction force models based on the Coulomb law were also listed and discussed. In [41] the authors examine limitations of the Hertz's theory use for different individual cases. For example, the contact surfaces aren't Herzian; impact velocities are large and the plastic deformations occur; there is conformal contact between bodies; the impacts aren't pure elastic and energy dissipation is necessary to be taken into account. In [41] there is a set of contact forces models presented that were making the Hertz's theory wider and more precisely defined. They complete contact force expression by additional terms that take into account damping and energy dissipation during the impact. In [42] the authors consider the evolution from the Hertzian contact model to non-Hertzian conditions for fast dynamic simulation.
Nevertheless Hertz's theory is widely used for analysis of vibroimpact system dynamics now too. Just impact simulation by nonlinear contact interaction force allows to find the motion law at all timebase including impact phase, to define impact duration and contact forces values.
Let us note that less rough impact models use for vibroimpact system (for example the wave theory) causes considerable difficulties due to repeated impacts.
We don't introduce the non-dimensional variables into the motion Eq. (2) having a hope the dimensional characteristics will clearly demonstrate the dynamical behaviour of specific vibroimpact system model with defined numerical parameters.
Numerical analysis
Numerical analysis of dynamic behaviour of contact impact forces was fulfilled by parameter continuation method in conjunction with shooting and Newton-Raphson methods [1] . Periodic motion stability or instability is determined by matrix monodromy eigenvalues that is by Floquet multipliers' values. The periodical solution is becoming unstable one if even though one Floquet multiplier leaves the unit circle in complex plane that is its modulus becoming more than unit. Such multiplier value characterizes the bifurcation kind of this bifurcation point.
We have described the theoretical basis for analysis of two-body two-degree-of-freedom system in [1] . Numerical system parameters are given further in Table 6 .
Contact forces behaviour depending on excitation amplitude
Global view of contact forces behaviour is presented at Fig. 2 in wide range of excitation amplitude. The points O, B, C, D, K, L, N -are the bifurcation points. At these points the motion regime changes its stability (or instability), new regimes -(5,2), (2,3), (4,6) * , quasiperiodic -are rising at these points. First of all one can see that the values of contact forces at new regimes are larger (sometimes considerably larger) than ones at the main (1,1)-regime. Contact forces at these regimes are depicted at Fig. 3 . Its phase portraits are given to the right of this plot. The excitation force is plotted by green colour at all graphs. The time origin is any point in steady-state regime. The numerical coefficient before excitation amplitude is introduced in order to have the possibility to show it at the same plot. We see the contact force increasing more than an order of magnitude at (2,3)-regime. The contact forces for impacts occuring during 9 s from 0 to 9 s at quasiperiodic regime (see Point O at Fig. 2 is the point of discontinuous bifurcation. It is phenomenon unique for non-smooth nonlinear system whose equations have discontinuous right-hand side. The system motion was impactless under small values of excitation amplitude. The contact force is absent under impactless motion. At point O stable impactless motion became unstable (1,1)-regime with one impact per cycle. Other regimes -stable and unstable branches of (5,2)-regime -are arising here. The set-valued Floquet multipliers cross the unit circle by jump that is their moduli becoming more than unit by jump. Fig. 5 shows well these jumps for multipliers µ 1 and µ 2 . Table 1 shows these jumps by numbers. Let us note by the way that Floquet multipliers during the impactless motion under small excitation amplitude values have constant values (Fig. 5) .
At bifurcation point C the transition of multipliers' moduli via unit is smooth one ( Table 2 ). Here two conjugate multipliers leave the unit circle fluently. It is the point of quasiperiodic motion arising whose phase trajectories take the form of torus. 
Contact forces behaviour depending on excitation frequency
Global view of contact forces behaviour is presented at Fig. 6 in wide range of excitation frequency. One can see several changes of motion stability and several bifurcation points. They are the points A, B, C, D, E, K, L, and M. Other regimes are arising at these points: (3,1), (4,2), qusiperiodic, chatter regimes. The contact force at chatter regimes (nT -periodic with multiple impacts per cycle) is depicted by dark green circles. We see that contact force is increasing at such regimes. The points A and M are the discontinuous bifurcation points. At these points the impactless motion is changed at the motion with impacts. At point M we observe phenomenon unique to discontinuous system -discontinuous fold bifurcation. The discontinuous fold bifurcation connects a stable branch to an unstable branch. Here set-valued Floquet multiplier makes huge jump along the positive real axis. Its motion along positive real axis is demonstrated by Table 3 .
Contact forces behaviour depending on stiffness characteristics
Naturally the stiffness characteristics of vibroimpact system exert influence at contact forces values. We have found the contact forces dependence on connecting spring stiffness k 2 (see Eq. (1) and Fig. 1) , bodies' materials, and contact surfaces geometry. The contact force graphs during one impact under different stiffless values are depicted at Fig. 7 . One can see that the impact force weakens when spring stiffness increases. Under small spring stiffness motion regime becomes nT -periodic with multiple impacts -chatter. It is shown at Fig. 8 under k 2 =1050 N·m -1 . In order to see the influence of bodies' materials we supposed that material of both bodies was identical that is their Yung's moduli were equal E 1 =E 2 . Then we have obtained results that are shown at Table 4 . Let us note the interesting result: the rubber elasticity modulus is less at 26000 times than steel elasticity modulus. The contact force is less at 55 times and main body vibration amplitude is less only at 1.22 time! Contact Hertz's theory supposes that contact surfaces are curvilinear "Hertzian" ones [36] . The local geometry of contact zone characterises by constants A, B, q that are inside the formula for Hertz contact force ( Eq. (4)). We consider the contact surfaces are spherical ones with radiuses R 1 and R 2 . Let these radiuses are equal ones, then we have the results presented at Table 5 . It is interesting that hereat main body vibration amplitude isn't change practically! Thus we can get the decreasing (or increasing) of contact force by changing the system stiffness parameters.
Contact forces behaviour under change of impact kind
There is the vibroimpact system classification by different aspects [44] . One of them is impact kind characteristic -rigid or soft impact. Some principal difference between rigid and soft contact were formulated in [45] . The main sign is its duration. Just impact duration dictates the way of its simulation. If impact duration is large then impact isn't instantaneous. Its simulation by boundary conditions with Newton's restitution coefficient using based on stereomechanic theory isn't possible [34, 35] . The stiffness of vibroimpact system elements causes the impact softness. The soft impacts take place in engineering very often. The authors write in [46] : "Soft impacts occur in many practical mechanical systems where there is some "cushioning" at the impacting surfaces -meant for reducing the noise and chatter. It can be visualized as a mass impacting not with a hard wall, but with a spring-damper support in front of a wall. The existence of the spring-damper type cushion introduces some special features in the system dynamics".
The investigation of systems which constituted by softly impacting beams and rods of non-negligible mass is fulfilled in [47] . The impact is simulated by force which depends linearly on bodies penetrations one into another. Some virtual spring imitates this force. The values of bodies' displacements and penetrations characterize the impact softness. The authors investigate the influence of virtual spring stiffness at system dynamic behaviour and vibratory motion character.
What influence will impact kind change exert at contact force behaviour? The clear criterion of impact rigidness or softness is absent. The typical trait of impact softness is its duration. Is it instantaneous or not? Let us examine the value -the coefficient of the relative impact duration
Here T is period of external loading ( Eq. (1)), T = 2π · ω −1 , T con is the time of impact that is the time of contact between bodies. The impact duration is T con = 0.782 ms and the coefficient of relative impact duration is k con = 0.09 % for the motion with rigid impact at (1,1)-regime. Rigid impact is almost instantaneous because its duration is very small. The graph of contact impact force in dependence on time in every impact has the form of "stick" (Fig. 3, Fig. 7 ). How can we change the vibroimpact system parameters for decrease the coefficient of relative impact duration k con i.e. for decrease the impact duration T con ?
We use the modified steepest descent method -gradient projection method with correction of residual with constraints [48, 49] . We formulate the minimax problem like that: to find such parameters of vibroimpact system which will provide the biggest value of relative impact duration coefficient k con that is the largest value of impact duration T con .We seek for the objective function k con = T con T · 100 % by deciding the problem about steady-state exiting vibrations of vibroimpact system under the concrete system parameters. The calculation of objective function gradient takes into account the constraints laid on the parameters. The obtained value determines the next optimization step. We investigated such parameters influence at impact duration: the attached body's mass m 2 ; the joining spring's stiffness k 2 (it comes into the partial frequency expression Eq. (3)); Young's modulus of both system bodies E 1 , E 2 ; the radiuses of contact surfaces for both bodies R 1 , R 2 in assumption that these surfaces are spherical (these radiuses comes into expressions of coefficients A and B in formula for Hertz's force Eq. (2)). The other parameters weren't changed. We have obtained such results. The impact duration was enlarged considerably under influence of these parameters changing [50, 51] . Table 6 shows system parameters under rigid and soft impacts and the results of such optimisation. The impact becomes the soft one. The graph of contact impact force in dependence on time in every impact has the form of "bell" ( Fig. 9) . At Fig. 9 one can see the graphs of contact forces dependence on time for rigid and soft impacts at (1,1)-regime. We see well the "stick" for rigid impact and the "bell" for soft one. We see also that contact force at rigid impact is more than 2 orders. The excitation force is plotted by green colour. The time origin is any point in steady-state regime. The numerical coefficient before excitation amplitude is introduced in order to have the possibility to show it at the same plot.
The contact force behaviour in dependence on excitation amplitude is shown at Fig. 10 . At points C, D, B the unstable (1,1)-regime turns into stable one. The bifurcation point C is the point of period doubling. The (2,2)-regime is arising at this point. At point A the impactless motion turns into impact regime. The contact force behaviour in dependence on excitation frequency is shown at Fig. 11 .
The stable motion takes turns into unstable one at points C, D, L, M, N. The impact regime turns into impactless at points B, E, K. The (2,2)-regime is arising at this point L. The discontinuous bifurcations are absent under soft impact. The contact forces are considerably less than ones under rigid impact.
Conclusions
1. Numerical parameter continuation method provided the solution step by step and allowed to examine dynamic behaviour of two-body two-degree-of-freedom discontinuous vibroimpact system under variation of parameter continuation.
2. Impact simulation by Hertz's contact force allowed obtaining impact duration and contact forces under rigid and soft impact which wasn't instantaneous.
3. The behaviour of contact impact forces was analyzed under variation of excitation amplitude and fre-quency, and vibroimpact system stiffness characteristics.
4. Contact forces are increasing (sometimes considerably) at nT -periodical regimes with multiple impacts per cycle.
5. At soft impact discontinuous bifurcation points are absent. The contact forces are considerably less than ones under rigid impact.
6. The decreasing (or increasing) of contact force may be get by changing the system stiffness parameters. ©UP4 Sciences. All rights reserved.
